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dissipated shall be developed, using certain simplifying assumptions which 
do not affect their validity, 
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It may be noted that considerations of safety make it desirable. if not 
essentiaL to fit also a mechanical brake to most industrial drives: such a 
brake is usually rated at about 100% of the full-load motor torque. :\or
mally, it is cheap. but requires maintenance and readjustment for satisfac
tory operation. 

2. 

and EquiL'alent Circuit 

cqJI_'llC':O a nT',nr,,.-,Ic. no[-
on a harrnoTIic field. v,~hich 

Tor lTI-

up 
In the air gap of the machine and reacts by a similar v,rave of the 

"-m" n'ln-bpT' of' ~ole" ",;Lf' -)1 n~he- ro+or mm£ ,',-"0" c;)l1cn llA--l ou" IC?l :;(1~_ .. c: .. '-.11 ___ 1 1.1 1 ::,~ \\ll.l '-'1.1 cl .. 1 . l L ~_l l'\C! ... ,>i,-~ c~L ·' ___ cU L ~ __ . 

To obtain mmf "\vave by the stator which is normally wound 
for 3-phase operatio'l, the windings of the three stator phases, originally 
connected in star or delta. are reconnected in series or in paralleL as shown 

. and fed from a I-ph supply. The 3-phase CUEents will then be all 
and in phase. i.e. form together a zero-sequence s?stem according 

to the symmetrical components terms. In the series connection the Cll'rents 
are lo\,'er and the zero-sequer:ce phase \'oltage \\'ill be \//3. where \/ is 
the applied \'oltage. 

\\'ith the scheme described abo':e. the induction motor is effectively 
a I-ph induction motor ,,;ith triple-pole air-gap field, the equi\'alent circuit 
on sllch operation is similar to that of the I-ph motor. with one 
branch representing the forward-rotating field component of the pulsa.ting 
air-gap field. and the second branch for the backward-rotating component. 
The p.u, slip values of the motor ''X.r.t. these fields are called Sf and (2-s f ), 

respectively, referred to the triple-pole synchronous speed, nI/3, where n1 

is the fundamental synchronous speed. If these slip values are expressed 
in terms of the slip '5' referred to nI, their values will be (35 - 2) and 
(-1 - :3s), respectively. In Figs, 2a and 2b the equivalent circuits of the test 
motor ,ue drawn, a 2-cage motor was available on normal 3-ph operation 
and on triple-pole i-ph operation (which may also be called zero-sequence 
operation). The parameters of the former circuit were experimentally de
termined by a devised method, while those of Fig. 2b were concluded from 
the corresponding values [1.2,6J of Fig. 2a; all parameters are given in Ap
pendix for the test motor. Such derivation of parameters requires a lengthy 
separate investigation which is beyond the scope of this paper dedicated 
to presentation of the triple-pole braking method. Hmvever. the yalidity of 
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oDeration 

C!oUDle-,:as~e induction motor 

=== Pred_ 

Fig. 3. curve of test motor = 220) 

constructions of cage motors (g-1. 
In brief. such stray loss i~ the loss remammg after all other knov;n 

losses considered. They are mainly iron losses occurring both in the statar 
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and fOtor due to tooth pulsations attributed to the variation of Q,l'··"d.U 

permeance caused by slotting and stator winding distribution. The gerler:al 
effect of the stray-loss torque is like that of the friction torque, meaningly it 
is subtracted from the motor developed torque in the motoring region, and 
added to it in the braking region. 

2.2. /JPT'fn,rn1071f'P Calculation 

\\iith reference to Fig. and the series connection the 
current and total power are given by: 
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and 

The impedance Zz C2-n be calculated at any slip from the equivalent circuit 
of Fig. 2b. As for the torques, the fOfii.-ard. backward. and nee '.orque on 
triple-pole operation are given by: 

Tl] 
Syn. Watts r.t. 

3 

3 . [I?,3" 'J'-;-
(4 - 0S) 

(Tf Tb). 

1 
-( 4-' -3s-) J 

It is obvious that the starting torque, S = L has a zero value. Also it is noted 
that Tj is positiye and higher than Tb below 71113, 's' higher than 2/3, i.e. 
the triple-pole torque is positive below n1l3, being of small negative value 
at exactly this speed. Beyond this speed, Tf will be a generating torquE, 
while To will still be a braking torque and, therefore, they add up to yield a 
resultant braking torque. 

As for the mechanical pO\ver developed by the forward- and backward
rotating fields, they may be expressed as follows: 

T .. (1 - S,) J J : 
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3·Tj ·(1-s), Watts. (6) 
and similarly: 

-;;·To·(l-s), Watts. (7) 

Therefore. the resultant mechanical pmver on triple-pole operation will be: 

PTf' .. 3p 3·(1 s)·(Tf-Tb), Watts. (8) 

It is obvious that the Tin characteristic on triple-pole operation is a braking 
torque in the range from normal synchronous speed nl to a speed slightly 
less than one-third of this speed, say (nl/3). 

2.3. Energy Dissipated in Motor Circuit.s during Braking 

To start \\'ith, a formula is derived for the energy dissipated in the rotor 
circuit during acceleration from standstill to full speed an inertia 
load. The following dynamic equation is valid: 

~ _ d~' 
I=.f· -- dt . 

,-vhere: T acceleration torque, .\.m. 
J moment of inertia of rotating masses. :\.m.sec2 . 

w = (1 - , where ")1 is the synchronous angular 111 

mechanical radians/sec. '-
Since: T 

ds 

or: 
-J. o El • 

1 nerelore in acce!er;?,tlon to 

o 

-J. 

watt-sec. (11 ) 

vihich is to the kinetic energy at full synchronous 
.\ow considering the triple-pole operation, and referring to Fig. 2b. 

modified to correspond to a single-cage rotor \vith referred rotor resistance 
= R2 . we may assume that X 7713 is large compared with rotor impedance, 
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then the following expression follows from Eg. (9) for the braking torque 

cl;,.; 
T.'3jJ = T:or = Tf - T~ = .3 . I'; . R2 . -'---"----'-----"--'- = .J . 

~'3 

where :":3 

Since: 
angular synchronous speed at nl stator current. 

:.,; = (1 - 5 r) . :";3. 
, j , 

therefore: d:.,; = -:";3' ds r Eg. (12) is modified to: 

(13) 

Or: 

3 r2 R d' •.• 1 z· 2' t = (14; 
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The left-hand side multiplied by 2 represents the total copper losses, then 
the total energy dissipated in the rotor during the braking period from s i1 

to S f2 is found by integrating the right-hand side between these slip values, 
and'multiplying by 2, therefore: 

Thus: 

... Total energy in rotor circuit 

En1 "l"J '" (---. (s:1 - s-:')) - :'l,Sr1 -9 ' J J- \ J 
i- 2 ·In ----'---'-.. ( 1.5) . ) 

Referring to Eg. (14), and noting that the stator copper losses are (3t; . Rd, 
therefore, from Eq. (15), the total energy both in stator and rotor circuits 
during braking between the above limits will be: 
Total energy in motor circuits 

= -_. r(s~, -
9 L\-jl 

1 -
- l ( R + 2 In . ' !. 1 -'- 1 ( 

(1 - S fl ) J \. - , 2· R2 . \ 

~\o\v. applying Eq. between the slip limits Sfi = -2 ann Sn O. 
corresponding to speeds ni and III representing 'the ral{ge v,'ith 
the slips relative to the triple-pole synchronous speed: wc 
Total energy dissipated in IOtor circuit = 
I'he above and (16) relate rotors. 
ever, \\'ith 2-cage type, equations are still applicable, X,3 assumed 
negligi ble, and R2 replaced by Reg given by: 

Reg = -:-----'--

2.{ Braking Time from Full to One- Third Speed 

Eq. (9) may be rewritten as foI1O\\'s: 

_ 2" dn 
dt =.j. --. 

60 T 
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Then, in order to calculate t he braking period from full-speed nl to one
third of this speed, the right-hand side is integrated between these speed 
limits: therefore: 

sec. (19) 
T'l 

Since there can be no easy expression for the Tin curve of Fig. 6. the 
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required integration of Eg. (19) is only practicable by graphical integration 
of the right-hand side, as in Fig. 8. The value of J can be determined by 
the well-knmvn retardation method. 

Forthe test motor, J was found equal to 3.04 ;\.m.sec2 , and the braking 
time to one-third speed, calculated as explained above, was found.) sec. This 
result agreed reasonably with the measured value of 4.6 sec. 
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; when the mOTOr is brought down to 721 . the !S 

the m2chanicai brake should be to dissipate 
the residual energ~; of to stop the motor. 

3. 

The induction mOior runs nor::nally near its synchronous speed \vithin a slip 
around for Horm;l! designs. 'When braking plugging i::: required, 
leads feeding the statar terminals are interchanged; thus reversing both the 
phase sequence of the 3-phase voltage feeding the motor and the direction 
of rotation of the stator field. The motor will immediately be running at cl 

slip value near 2. i.e. in the braking region; and the motor slo'l,':s down lO 

standstill. then reverses as a motor if the supply is still on. 

3.1. Energy Dissipated in Motor Circuits 

The energy dissipated in the rotor circuit during braking 1S obtained by 
integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (10) between the slip values t'V.iO and 
one, \\'ith the initial slip on normal operation assumed zero. Therefore: 

1 

Energy dissipated in rotor circuit = -J . :...;?/ s ds 

2 
= 3 . En1. (20) 

Including also the stator losses, the expression will be as follows: 
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and in 2-cage motors. R2 is replcLced by Req in Eg. (18). 

3.2. Braking Tims 

·141 

(21) 

This tIme is obtained by graphically integrating the right-hand side 0, 

Eq. (19) appiying the (liT vs. n) curve. between -n] and = O. i.e. 
between 5 = 2 and s = 1. The torques in this range are those on normal 
operation between the given slip limits and the curve of (liT \'s. n) can 
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easily be drawn as in Fig. 9. 
The calculated stopping time \vas found equal to 3.84 sec., and the 

measured value, found by getting the average of a good deal of stoppings, 
was 3.5 sec. 

4. DC Dynamic Braking 

This type of braking has received much attention in practice since it removes 
the danger of reversal. To start braking when the motor is running at full 
speed near synchronous speed, the 3-phase AC supply is disconnected. and 
the stator terminals are then connected to a source of DC supply. :\1any 
'.Nays are used practically for this purpose, one of which is shown in Fig. 10. 

The DC excitation results in a stationary air-gap field \vhich affects 
the rotor in a way similar to that of a rotating field frozen at a certain 
instant. On dynamic braking at a speed 'n', the voltage and current of the 
rotor are identical to those on normal operation at a speed of . The 
torque is a generator torque, i.e. a braking one, with the stator DC current 
representing the excitation. 

4-1. Equivalent Circuit and Performance 

The equivalent AC current. is defined as the polyphase current vihich 
,,;ill produce in the air gap the same fundamental component of mmf as that 
produced by the DC excitation on dynamic braking. 

For the connection shown III Fig. 10. the relation the two 
currents v/ill be as [ol1o\\'s: 

~rhe circuit is the SalTIe as that on nOflTlal ViJ'CC1'CCCiVH 

the slip .~ replaced by's:,' defined as follows: 

n 

Derivations from the equivalent circuit then be sirnilar to those Oll 

operation. 
A factor that may considerably affect the accuracy of calculations in 

DC dynamic braking is the wide change in the magnetizing reactance, X m, 

with speed since, unlike the case of normal operation, the stator current Idc 
and its AC equivalent Ice are constant, and in consequence Im and Xm must 
keep changing [4]. A new computer programme is designed for performance 
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calculation \vith saturation properly considered. The computed Tin curve 
with a DC excitation current of 12 amp. to normal current of the 
motor) is shown in Fig. 11 after being corrected for stray loss torque. It 
should be noted that the braking torque is low almost in the full speed range 
from synchronous to standstill except in a small region near zero speed. The 
shape of the Tin curve could be changed if the motor were a slip-ring one 

adding rotor resistances. 

lSS'ZP(ltf:d in JIoior Circuits 

range from n: to n = O. corresponding 

,")C)0q.n" "'_) in [Oear circuit So . 

The total energy in stator and wtor can be PYnr,""c.pri 

d·, d . ". - ( Rl \l 
ISSlpate lTI motor CirCUIts = bnl \ 1 + R~ J' (25 ) 

As mentioned before, v;ith 2-cage motor R2 in the above LiVO equations 
should be replaced by Req , Eq. (18). It is to be noted that Eq. (25) gives 
stator loss v,;hich may be considerably less than the actual value cvith such 

braking. 

4 . .'3. Braking Time 

Applying graphical integration as previously explained, the calculated brak
ing time with Idc 12 amp. was found 40 sec., the measured value was 
24 sec. This discrepancy is attributed to the fact that the braking torque is 
very low, and comparable with the neglected friction torque. It should be 
noted that the braking period is too long to be tolerated. However, with 
slip-ring motors, the T/n curve and the braking period can be adjusted by 
adding rotor resistances. DC dynamic braking is clearly unsuitable with 
cage motors. 

5. Siemens' Braking Connection 

This asymmetrical connection shown in Fig. 12 is one of many asymmetrical 
connections applied for braking ind uction motors. Calculations were carried 
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out applying the method of symmetrical components, and the following 
results v,'ere obtained, with phase 'a' considered the reference phase: 

Vz 0, (26 ) 

V 
F ("J'"7\ -

P 3 
_I) 

and for the sequence currents: 
Iz 0 (28) 

Ip 
V 

(29) 
3Zp 

IT, 
F 

3Zn 
(30) 

From the above, the positive and negative sequence torques at any slip's' 
have magnitudes equal to one-third of the torques developed at slip yalues 
of '5' and (2 - 5) on normal operation, respectively, 

In Fig. 13 the phase currents of the test motor are sho\vn 
speed: it can be observed that the current la, which is also equal to the 
supply current, is much higher than the current on norma! operation and, 
in consequence

1 
phase ~a~ ma~\' be overheated . . L\150. the J~ cur~v'e ShO\VD in 

Fig. yields zero torque at standstilL therefore of rotation does 
not arise. 

5.1. Dissipated in Motor Circuits 

In this method 

and 

p 

The copper losses in the rotor circuit \\'ill be: 

From the dynanllc equatlOl1 

T -Tn 
dw 

J 
elt 

ds 

dt 

1 \ 
-) 

(32) 
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Referring to (32): it can be seen that the tocal rotor copper loss IS 

obtained by multiplying both sides of Eq. bv: 

Therefore: 

Energy dissipated in rotor circuit 

2 ,.J... 0] ~ I ~ d, 
? ~. 

5-

The right-hand side gives the energy when braking is performed between 
the slip limits 51 and 52. Carrying out this integration: 

Energy in rotor circuit 

? jS2 ( 1 " 
-.10)) 5 - 1 + 5 _ 1) ds 

( J ;?) . [52 _ 25 + 2 In (5 - 1)] :~ 
(Energy dissipated in rotor circuit) 

= En1 [(si - s~) + 2(52 - sd + 21n . g = ::n (35) 

It follows that: 

Energy dissipated in motor circuits, (stator and rotor): 

(36) 
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As previously explained, for the 2-cage motor R2 is replaced by Req: Eq. (18). 

In this asymmetrical braking connection: it is evident from Eqs. (3.5) 
and (36) that the energy dissipated in the motor circuits increases indef
initely as the speed approaches zero, i.e. S2 = 1, because of the assumed 
fictitious case of zero friction-torque. However, it can be reasonably assumed 
that the AC supply to the motor is disconnected and instantly the mechan
ical brake applied when the speed has fallen to, say, 10% of the synchronous 
speed. Then from Eq. (35): 

Energy dissipated in rotor circuit (from nl to nl/10) = .5.605Enl' (37) 

But for fair comparison ivith the triple-pole braking, this energy is 
once more calculated assuming the mechanical brake applied at one-third of 
the synchronous speed: 

Energy dissipated in rotor circuit (from nl to nl/3) = 3.09Enl' (38) 

5.2. Braking Time 

By graphical integration, the braking time for the test. motor ;,vas calculated 
and found to be 62 sec.. the measured value ivas 40 sec. Again here as with 
DC dynamic braking. the discrepancy is attributed to neglecting the friction 
torque which is comparable with the low resultant braking torque \yith this 
asymmetrical connection. 

It should be noted that the braking time is too high to be accepted 
ivhen cage IIlotorS are dealt with. Ho.,,;ever, the method is suitable for appli
cation i,'ith slip-ring iLduction motors since the shape of the T curves can 
be modified. and the braking time reduced, adding external resistances 
in the rotor circuit. 

6. DisCllssion Conclusio:ns 

The presented triple-pole braking method for cage induction motors. and the 
other three methods presently in use have been individually . It 
remains no\,; to see ",;here the presented method stands in LV.Uq_'~~'--''--'" 

the others. 
1) The most important consideration is probably the energy involved 

in the rotor and motor circuits during the process of Table 1 
summarizes the previously obtained results. 

Obviously. the second and fourth methods are associated 'ivith the lar
gest consumption of electrical energy, and the presented triple-pole method 
is the most economical. With this method, the speed will be brought down 
to (nd3), then the AC supply is switched off, and instantly the m~chanical 
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% '" "otes 

100 From III to 71.1 

"3 
469 From nl to Il = 0 
156 From nl to n = 0 
483 From III to 

in order to 
not cause any appreciable 

1lI,)le"()(Jie method is characterized 
o'ver the connection of the statal' 

phases from normal to U1DiE:-DOiE 

The periods. as calclilat~d '.":Ere found as follo\ys for 
t he test IllotaI' 

2) Plugging 

3! ~C Dyn.amic . 
4) S!emcl's connectlon 

Table 

lime. seconds :\otes 

.'5.0 From TlI to 
:3.84 

iO.O 
62.0 

From 771 to Il= 0 
From Til to = 0 
From Tl1 [0 Tt 0 

Obviously, the quickest method is plugging, but the time is too short and 
makes it extremely difficult to apply the mechanical bra ke at the proper 
instant by using a "plugging switch", to avoid reversal of rotation. In 
consequence, in most cases full-voltage plugging is not practicable, and a 
transformer \\'il! then be necessary to apply reduced voltage plugging. But 
still then top care is required to adjust the plugging switch, besides, the 
mechanical brake will require the closest maintenance and adjustment, and 
suffer from rapid l,\·C?r. It follows that braking by !f all(' 
extravagant. 

3) Regarding the method of DC dynamic braking. clearly it rernO\'e;:; 
the danger of reversal of rotation. But the method IS unsuitable for cage 
motors since the braking torque is very Iow almost in the \vhole speed range
from synchronous soeed to standstill. The stopping period is generally toe 
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long, and there may be danger of rebounding with high DC braking currents 
[7], causing danger to mechanical parts and commodities. The performance 
with this method may be improved with slip-ring motors by adding appro
priate rotor resistances, which, of course, is not possible with cage motors. 
Furthermore, a special DC source is necessary which is usually obtained by 
power electronic devices. This adds up to the cost and space requirements, 
and causes complexity in switching; besides, it brings about harmonics and 
other problems associated with such devices [3,8]. 

4) As for Siemens' braking connection. it is noted that the energy 
dissipated in the rotor circuit from full speed to one-third of this speed, is 
almost five times the energy· necessary with triple-pole braking. Besides, 
the braking time with this connection is too long to be accepted. In fact, 
this asyrnmetrical braking method is suitable only for slip-ring motors for 
which both the Tin curves and the braking period can be adjusted by rotor 
resistances added externally . 

. S) As mentioned in section (2.1), the available test motor happened to 
be a 2-cage one: the multi-cage design is not a necessity from the viewpoint of 
triple-pole braking, but obviously it may be utilized to meet special starting 
regulations or load requirements. Other types of cage motors expectedly 
yield favourable cO!lciusions which are in essence similar to the above ones. 
This is confirmed by the triple-pole T / n curve ShO\VIl in Fig. 15 for a deep
bar motor of the same ratings as the 2-cage test motor: it is observed that 
this curve is quite similar to Fig. 6 of the test motor. It is also recoliected 
here that the comparison of the major point. of energy dissipation during 
braking bv the methods considered, Table 1. is based on generalized formulae 
derived il; this paper. ~ 

All facts pointed out in the 2.bove investigation afe in favour of the 
presented triple-pole braking method characterized security. simplicity, 
economy, and least consumption of electric energy. Besides, it provides a 
good and applicable braking method for cage mOLOrs, for v;;hich other rneth
ods like DC dynamic of Siemens' connection are not practica
ble, 
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Po\,;er Department of Cairo 'Gniversity. 
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TEst "fotor 'tLl.III!1.' r;.nd Parameters 

Type = 
Kilmvatt = 
Voltage, star 
Current 
Frequency 
~umber of poles 
Speed 

3-phase, 2-cage 
.5 kW 
.380 Volt 
12 Ampere 
.50 Hz 
6 
96.5 rpm 

Parameters of Equivalent Circuits on Normal and Triple-Pole 
Operations (per phase, r. t. staior) 

Normal Triple-Pole 

Stator resistance, Ohm Rl 0.8 Rl = 0.8 
Stator leakage reactance v 

-"- 1 = 1.8 Xl = 1.8 
;VIagnetizing reactance v 

~/\, 7n = .52 X m3 = 2.79 
Rotor common reactance X 2c = 1.8 v ./\.2c3 = 1.2 
Resistance of outer cage Ra 2.49 Ro3 = 1.201 
Resistance of inner cage Ri 0.613 Ri3 0.295 
Reactance of inner cage Xi 2.92 X;3 = 1.409 
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